ABSTRACT. We study subclasses of the class of uniformly starlike functions which were recently introduced by A.W. Goodman. One new subclass is defined and it is shown that it shares many properties of the parent class.
INTRODUCTION.
Let ST be the class of analytic univalent functions f in the unit disk D { [z[ < 1} that are normalized by f(0)-0, f'(0)-1, and that are starlike with respect to the origin. The subclass of uniformly starlike functions (UST) consists of normalized analytic function f in D such that for each ( in D and any arc "r in D of a circle with center at ( is mapped by f onto an arc f('r) that is starlike with respect to f((). This class was recently introduced and s[udied by A.W. Goodman [1] who proved in particular the following analytic characterization. Properties of the class UST are difficult to establish. One reason is that the usual transformations of univalent function theory generally do not preserve the UST class. The only known exceptions are rotations, e-iaf(eiaz) for some real or, and the transformation t-lf(tz), 0<t<l.
In order to obtain a coefficient bound an <_ 2In (n 2,3,...) for f(z) z + an zn in UST, It is interesting to note that for a > 1/2, the cls Ra contMns functions that e not univMent in D [6] . The This improves the bound AI < 1/(ln) of Goodman [1] . It does not appear to be the best possible except when n 2. Godman [1] 
